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T A B L E  O F  C O N T E N T S

Items designed for Sixpenny Loft and intended for customization. 
Please contact trade@sixpenny.com to discuss materiality, dimensions, 
and other custom requests.

p.4–20 Custom Pieces 

Items available for purchase at sixpenny.com, and  
customization via trade@sixpenny.com.

p.21–27 General Catalogue
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CUSTOM PIECES 
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With sloped-edge top, carved handles, 
and layered base.

Shown in Calacatta Picasso marble and reclaimed Heritage Pine.

CREDENZA (A)
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With slab marble top, carved doors, feet, and 
contrasting reclaimed wood hardware.

Shown in Calacatta Picasso marble and reclaimed Heritage Pine.

CREDENZA (B)
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With carved detailing, softly rounded edges, and 
exaggerated door pulls.

Shown in reclaimed Heritage Pine.

CREDENZA (C)
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With mixed material detailing from nubuck leather top 
to hammered brass bottom.

Shown in Heritage Ash, Meridian Leather, and hammered brass.

BAR STOOL
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With rounded, kidney-bean top, carved  
edgework, and chunky, tapered, carved legs.

Shown in reclaimed Heritage Pine.

DESK
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With primitive-inspired shape and  
chubby, conical legs.

Shown in reclaimed Heritage Pine.

WIDE THEO
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With rounded edge top and geometric base.

Shown in Brazilian marble.

SIDE TABLE (A )
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With rounded edge top and geometric base.

Shown in Brazilian marble.

SIDE TABLE (B)
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With twisting, layered marble.

Shown in Turkish marble.

SIDE TABLE (C )
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With stacked hexagonal profile.

Shown in Turkish marble.

PEDESTAL
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With fully rounded tabletop edge  
and fluted base.

Shown in Calacatta Picasso marble.

KITCHEN ISLAND
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With fully rounded tabletop edge,  
and carved angular pedestal base.

Shown in Calacatta Picasso marble and reclaimed Heritage Pine.

EN TRY TABLE
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With hand-carved detailing, and a  
glass layer sandwiched between.

Reclaimed Heritage Pine.

PIVOTING DOORS
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With thick reclaimed pine top,  
and hexagonal, carved legs.

Reclaimed Heritage Pine.

DINING TABLE 
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Exceptionally soft, plushy back cushions that look nearly 
edible, and a neatly fixed slipcover to keep the coziness 

Shown in Summer Plum and Hello Aloe, Thread-Dyed Cotton Linen.  

OLEA SOFA 
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Airy, modular, and just a little bit doughy. Aria’s armless 
design and fixed slipcover mean the styling options (and 
the good angles) are never-ending.  

Shown in Honey Bee, Thread-Dyed Cotton Linen.  

ARIA SOFA 
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GENERAL CATALOGUE
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The fluffiest, comfiest “wow this is soft” collection we’ve made. 
Neva’s playfully minimal style will turn any room into an 
effortless oasis.  

Shown in Corn Silk, Washed Cotton Linen. 

NEVA SOFA 
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A tale of two looks: the frame—minimal, with  
a curved seat, flowing with timeless charm.  
The cushions—sumptuous, and effortlessly  

Shown in Dandelion Poof, Recycled Faux Fur. 

LOULA SOFA 
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The solid ash frame, the concentric carvings, the playful round 
ornamentation, the corner-ready tapered shape. Perhaps best 
of all, Gio’s cushions are slipcovered for easy care and fabric 

Shown in Dusky Ash and Warm Oatmeal, Medium Weight Linen. 

GIO CHAIR
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The kind of piece your kids will inherit years from now. Quincy is one 
of those chairs that elevates anything nearby, thanks to a stunning, 
fluted oak frame.  

Shown in Spiced Oak and Pacific Pearl, Cotton Linen. 

QUINCY CHAIR
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The dining chair that wishes it was an armchair. Melo’s flowy shape 
and ribbon-like lines offer a spunky update to dining room tradition. 

Shown in Oat Flour, Light Weight Linen. 

MELO DINING CHAIR 
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Dining at home has never looked finer. Ziki’s low-slung back 
and rounded, sloping arms turn the dining room into an open 
invitation—food optional.  

Shown in Beach Walk, Cotton Canvas. 

ZIKI DINING CHAIR 
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@sixpennyhome  @sixpennyloft


